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Abstract - Opportunities of quasi-slanted transducers 
(QST) can be extended using a discrete apodization 
(overlap weighting) of electrodes, which doesn’t 
enlarge SAW diffraction effect because the breaks of 
electrodes are placed only in the interconnection 
regions between acoustic channels, so that each 
channel is unapodized. An algorithm of optimization 
of the discrete apodization in QSTs is described here. 
An improvement of SAW filter selectivity due to the 
discrete apodization of QSTs is demonstrated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Interdigital transducers (IDT) with variable 
electrode periodicity have higher conductance 
compared with fixed period IDTs providing the same 
bandwidth [l], that is why they are successfully 
employed in SAW filters with passband rather wide 
for used substrate materials (>1% for quartz, >20% 
for LiNb03, etc.) to have lower insertion loss. This 
IDT class includes slanted (tapered, fan-shaped) IDTs 
with straight electrodes [ 11 and quasi-slanted 
transducers [2] with stepped electrodes (Fig. 1). 

The important advantage of QSTs over fan-shaped 
transducers is the additional opportunity to vary their 
features (conductance, frequency response shape 
factor, sensitivity to diffraction, etc) at the same 
length of structure by changing number of channels, 
channel apertures and periodicity’s [3]. 

Synthesis algorithm described in [3] optimizes 
apertures and periodicity’s of channels as well as 
electrode polarity distribution in QSTs for fulfillment 
of filter frequency response specifications. However, 
in those transducers all channels have the same 
electrode weighting (Fig. 1 a), which is the method 
limitation. 

The present paper is devoted to QSTs with 
different polarity weighting in channels. 

a) b) 
Fig.1. Topology of quasi-slanted transducers (QST): 

a - unapodized polarity weighted Q S r  
b - discrete apodized QST (DAQST) 

11. DISCRETE APODIZATION IN QUAZI-SLANTED SAW 
TRANSDUCERS 

It is known that in SAW filter design an overlap 
weighting (apodization) is more flexible compared 
with withdrawal weighting or weighting by 
assignment of electrode polarities (polarity 
weighting). Unfortunately, apodized IDTs are more 
sensitive to SAW diffraction. 

Discrete apodization in quazi-slanted IDTs 
implies the breaks of electrodes only in 
interconnection regions between channels (Fig. lb), 
so that each acoustic channel remains unapodized 
like in unapodised QSTs (Fig.la). As a result, the 
discrete apodization provides an additional flexibility 
in forming desired frequency responses without 
increasing diffraction sensitivity compared with 
QSTs with constant length of electrodes (Fig. la). 

Each channel in discrete apodized QST (DAQST) 
has quasi-independent distribution of electrode 
polarities, i.e. it is quasi-independently polarity 
weighted. “Quasi-” means that each electrode can 
change its polarity (Le. be disconnected) only once 
through all channels. Unlike [4] we don’t impose 
restrictions on the position of electrode breaks, on the 
stipulation that any break is located in an 
interchannel region. 



111. OPTIMIZATION OF DAQST 

For optimization of discrete apodized quazi- 
slanted transducers we have developed an algorithm 
that is a generalization of the algorithm used for 
optimization of unapodized QSTs [3]. As before, the 
algorithm optimizes, - in turn, apertures and 
periodicity’s of channels as well as electrode 
polarities in both QSTs. For designation of electrode 
polarity P in unapodized QST we used in [3] only 
values 0 (grounded electrode, its break is located 
under the 1-st channel) or 1 (“hot” electrode, its 
break is located above the last channel). In DAQST 
an electrode polarity can have values P=O,. . .,L, 
where L is the number of channels, P/L is a “hot” part 
of electrode. P=n means that the electrode break is 
located between n-th and (n+l)-th channels. 

Some stages of a DAQST synthesis process are 
similar to the QST optimization algorithm [3], 
however there are some peculiarities. An outline flow 
chart of DAQST optimization procedure and 
MATLAB-based software is shown in Fig.2. Input 
data include IDT specifications (permissible number 
of electrodes in both transducers, number of 
channels) and frequency response (FR) specifications 
(center frequency, bandwidth, permissible in-band 
ripple, boundaries of stopbands). Developed 
optimization procedure is based on the delta-function 
model, which implies that QST filter frequency 
response is the sum of individual channel responses. 
Because of large number of different variables in 
DAQSTs we divide the procedure into eight main 
stages. 

1. The starting QST structure is: equal channel 
apertures; constant difference between adjacent 
channel periods providing the specified bandwidth on 
the level of -6 dB (“natural” bandwidth level for fan- 
shaped transducers and QSTs directly related with 
channel periods); regular electrode structure without 
any weighting. At the first stage the algorithm 
optimizes initial lengths of unweighted transducers 
(with accounting of the IDTs length limit) to provide 
the best FR shape factor at suitable in-band ripple. 
The passband is supposed to be flat. 

2. As a rule, filter specification imply a bandwidth 
level not of -6 dB but of -3 dB or -1 dB. At the 
second stage the bandwidth is tuned to the specified 
level by scaling QST channel periods. 
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Fig.2. Flow-chart of DAQSTfilter design 

3. The third stage improves in-band ripple 
disturbed after scaling channel periods on the second 
stage. This stage can also form a non-flat shape of in- 
band response to meet specifications or to 
compensate second-order effects. 

4. The fourth stage optimizes parameters of 
“stepped” functions [5 ]  for preliminary weighting of 
electrode structures in both QSTs to provide best out- 
of-band rejection at suitable in-band ripple. 

5 .  The fifth stage is a quantization of the analog 
“stepped” weighting functions optimized on the 
previous stage. After this stage, electrodes of both 
QSTs have a preliminary polarity weighting, the 
same for all channels. 

6. The sixth stage performs a discrete apodization, 
i.e. optimizes electrode breaks distribution. The 
optimization technique is based on the method 
described in [6] for polarity weighting of fan-shaped 



IDTs and includes several steps. At each step the 
algorithm analyzes all possible combinations of 
electrode polarities in some limited region 
(“window”) of IDTs. The “window” scans step by 
step through both IDTs many times. Compared with 
[ 6 ] ,  each electrode can have more polarity values: 
P=O, ..., L. Because of more combinations of 
polarities in DAQST, the “window” should be shorter 
than in fan-shaped IDT or QST synthesis (4-6 
electrodes, as a rule) to perform optimization in a real 
time. Our choice of the best apodization is based on 
how large is the filter out-of-band rejection, while the 
bandwidth, in-band ripple, and FR shape factor are in 
specified limits. 

7 .  At the previous stage the discrete apodization 
gave different polarity weighting for channels and 
therefore different channel responses, which 
improved stopband rejection but enlarged in-band 
ripple. The seventh stage improves in-band ripple by 
new optimization of channel apertures and periods. 
This stage provides in-band ripple to be less than in 
filter specification to prepare a safety margin for the 
final apodization. 

8. The eighth stage is the final correction of 
discrete apodization to reach maximum stopband 
rejection. 

Note, at each stage the algorithm controls all parts 
of total filter response, but priorities in choice of the 
best structure are different for different stages. 

One can to use an optimized unapodized polarity 
weighted QST (Fig.la) as an initial structure for 
DAQST synthesis. In that case the optimization 
procedure stars from the sixth stage. 
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Fig.3. SA Wfilter with a bandwidth of 2.5%; 

QST and DAQST have 5 channels 

An example of QST filter with a bandwidth of 
2.5% (Fig.3) is an analog of the filter designed earlier 
on the base of fan-shaped transducers [5,6]. QSTs 
with 7 channels, being 15% shorter (385*307 
electrodes against 41 1 *411 in [6]), provide similar 
FR shape factor but at the price of some worsening of 
stopband rejection (-52 dB against -55 dB in [6]). 
The use of a discrete apodization improves the 
rejection up to -56 dB. 

Iv. SAW DIFFRACTION COMPENSATION 

For accurate prediction of influence of SAW 
diffraction on response of small-size filters with 
quasi-slanted IDTs, we use the Angular Spectrum 
Method [7]. A technique used here for transfer 
admittance Y2, calculation differs in some details 
from the procedure described in [ 31, 

where 
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E, is a dielectric permittivity; kl,, and k,, are wave 
vector components determined by corresponding 
slowness curves in the transducer region and the free 
surface region, respectively; Dpq is a distance 
between the nearest electrodes of a channelp of input 
IDT with M electrodes and a channel q of output IDT 
with N electrodes; Yp and Y, are y-coordinates of 
centers of apertures Wp and W,; XmP, X,4 are x- 
coordinates of centers and a,,, , u,, are the half-widths 
of rn-th and n-th electrodes of channels p and q, 
respectively; up and a, are charge density 
distributions in channels p and q. SAW slowness 
curve and SAW electromechanical coefficient 
2Avi€!)/vo for substrates as a function of SAW 
propagation direction angle 0 were preliminary 
computed and tabulated as a truncated Fourier series 
of sin 9 and cos9. 

In practice, for evaluation of Y21 the integral limit 
is truncated from infinite to some value of k,,,, which 



is limited to the borders of certain region of slowness 
curve. It was found numerically, that a region of 8 = 
k20” is usually sufficient for accurate integration 
because Y21 decreases quadratically with Icy .  

Fig.4 shows frequency responses (with and 
without diffraction account) of a QST filter designed 
for ST-quartz. Total length of both IDTs is 540 
wavelengths. Because of small aperture (60 
wavelengths) diffraction considerably disturbs the FR 
shape. 
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Fig.4, QSTfilter with a bandwidth of 1.5%; 

I - delta-function model: 2 - diffraction simulation 
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Fig.5. Discrete apodization for  diffraction compensation: 

I - QSTs before compensation; 
2 - after compensation with using discrete apodization 

Due to the opportunity to have different responses 
in different channels, one more advantage of 
DAQSTs is their flexibility in compensation of 
second-order effects. Fig.5 demonstrates how the 
application of discrete apodization improves the 
frequency response shape disturbed by diffraction. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Discrete apodization extends resources of quasi- 
slanted transducers in providing high frequency 
selectivity of SAW filters. This kind of apodization 
doesn’t enlarge IDT sensitivity to SAW diffraction. 
Moreover, discrete apodization gives an additional 
opportunity to compensate a frequency response 
distortion caused by second-order effects, diffraction 
in particular. 

A synthesis technique and MATLAB-based 
software have been developed to optimize a discrete 
apodization in QST filters together with channel 
apertures and periods. 
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